
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4489 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest6 June 1997HU ISSN 0374 { 0676REVEALING OF A NEW SU UMa TYPE VARIABLE STARVAR21 CORONAE BOREALISVar21 Coronae Borealis was discovered and designated by Antipin (1996). He classi�edthis star as a dwarf nova (U Geminorum type) with a photographic range of 14.5 - <17.5magnitudes. Several outbursts were observed. Two types of them were found, di�eringby duration. The longer outbursts with a duration of 15 days or more and the shorterones lasting about 10 days. This behavior is very common to the SU Ursae Majorissubtype of cataclysmic variables. These variable stars are characterized by the presenceof small-amplitude (semi)periodic modulations in the light curve, called superhumps.Even though CCD photometry was made by M. Iida (Nagamo, Japan) in 1996 and T.Vanmunster (Landen, Belgium), no superhumps were detected.During the last superoutburst in May 1997, the CCD photometry at Nicholas Coperni-cus Observatory and Planetarium in Brno (Czech Republic) was performed on night May11/12. We used SBIG's CCD camera ST-7 placed in primary focus of 40cm Newtoniantelescope (f=1750mm). For automatic reduction aperture photometry package MuniPhot(by Filip Hroch, Masaryk University Brno, using some author's routines), which is basedon the well known DaoPhot II - New generation (Stetson, 1987) was used.1.01.11.21.31.41.51.61.71.8 580.42 580.46 580.50 580.54 580.58V � C[mag]
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Figure 1. Light curve with three superhump maxima. V�C is di�erence between variable andcomparison star



2The observing run started on JD2450580.42 and ended on JD2450580.59. Total num-ber of exposures was 147 (two of them were omitted from the list beacuse of clouds).The star was near to 14.6 mag in R-band (Kron-Cousins) �lter. Each exposure lasted 90seconds. All images were processed by standard dark-frame and at-�eld corrections.The standard deviation of magnitude of variable star was � = 0:05 mag. The starGSC2576.2027 close to Var21 CrB position was used as a comparison.In the light curve (Figure 1), three superhump maxima were de�nitely detected. UsingPhase Dispersion Minimization (Stellingwerf 1978) analyzing routines written by TaichiKato (Kyoto University, Japan) we obtain value of superhump period as PSH=(0.0743� 0.0006) day. This result is well within the range of superhump periods of usual SUUMa stars, which lies below the lower limit of the period-gap (Osaki 1996) of cataclysmicvariables, which is aproximately from 2 hours to 3 hours.Independent CCD photometry performed during the same night by Vanmunster (1997)has con�rmed our results. So there are good reasons to classify variable star Var21 CrBas an UGSU (U Geminorum, SU UMa subclass) dwarf nova with a range of variability(14.5 - <17.5) mag (P) and coordinates: �2000 = 16h 00m03:s7 and �2000 = 33�1101500.Acknowledgements: The author would like to thank Taichi Kato (and his group) forvaluable comments, literature support and providing information, to all administratorsof VSNET (Variable Stars Network) home page for their work, to Tonny Vanmunsterfor notifying about the outburst and independent observation of superhumps con�rmingour results, Jan Hollan and Zden�ek Mikul�a�sek for valuable comments and manuscriptediting, the Masaryk University for Internet access.The author is grateful to Filip Hrochfor aperture photometry software support. Rudolf NOV�AKN. Copernicus Observatoryand PlanetariumKrav�� hora 2Brno 616 00, Czech RepublicInternet: rudolfn@physics.muni.czReferences:Antipin, S.V., 1996, IBVS, No. 4343Kato, T., Nogami, D., Baba, H., http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.ac.jp/vsnetOsaki, Y., 1996, PASP, 108, 39Stellingwerf, R.F., 1978, ApJ, 224, 224Stetson, P.B., 1987, PASP, 99, 191Vanmunster, T., 1997, private communications and vsnet-alert 896


